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Power line adapters are a cheap and easy way to create a wired network throughout your home,
and some models include Wi-Fi capability. Like most power line kits, my TP-Link kit includes
two adapters: one that plugs into the wall and connects via Ethernet cable to my Wi-Fi router
and another that I plugged in upstairs that broadcasts a wireless signal. The two adapters were
paired out of the box as their own secure Wi-Fi network, but I didn't want a second Wi-Fi
network that I would need to switch to when I was upstairs. Instead, I wanted to give my existing
Wi-Fi network greater range. According to TP-Link's instructions, I could hit the WPS button on
my router and the Wi-Fi Clone button on the second adapter to set the adapter's settings to my
router's network name and password. Like my experience with most networking matters, this
feature did not work. No matter, I found a way to do it manually. I am using the TP-Link as an
example here, but I would wager that a similar approach will work with power line adapters from
other manufacturers. After failing to clone my Wi-Fi network using the Wi-Fi Clone button, I went
to TP-Link's Download Center and downloaded the utility for my adapter that let me customize
its settings, including the wireless network name and password. And all I needed to do was
connect my laptop to the adapter's Wi-Fi network, set the network name and password as the
same as my existing Wi-Fi network, and reboot the adapter. Then in the Wireless Security
section, I changed the password. After each of these steps, I scrolled down and click the Save
button. Lastly, I went to the System Tools section and clicked the Reboot button, which reset
the adapters with my customized settings. Now, instead of having a second Wi-Fi network that I
need to switch to when I am upstairs with a weak Wi-Fi signal, I have a single Wi-Fi network that
I stay connected to with a strong signal no matter where I my home I may roam. Be respectful,
keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage
you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Matt Elliott.
Discuss: How to extend your Wi-Fi network with a power line adapter. If you want to listen to
your own tunes while driving, here are four ways to add Bluetooth to any car. Bluetooth is now
a standard feature in practically every modern car. Like with Bluetooth headphones, a
Bluetooth-enabled car lets you stream your own tunes or favorite podcasts on your daily
commute without the hassle of CDs or the monthly cost of internet radio. If you're driving an
older car, however, you might not have the luxury of streaming over Bluetooth. The upshot is
that the price of Bluetooth technology has come down and adding it to any car is affordable and
painless. By and large, the easiest and most common way to add Bluetooth to a vehicle's radio
is by using a Bluetooth receiver. With a Bluetooth receiver, you pair your phone to the receiver
and stream audio to it. The receiver then plugs into the 3. The biggest problem with the above
receivers is that they're made on the assumption that your 12V socket or a USB port will be
located near the auxiliary in jack. That is not always the case. If your 3. Of course, it will need to
be charged regularly, but you can do that by plugging it into the car charger when it's not in use
or taking it with you when you arrive home and charging it there. If your car or radio doesn't
have an auxiliary input, you'll be better off with an FM transmitter. Effectively, the FM transmitter
of today is a Bluetooth receiver, but instead of sending the audio to the stereo via an auxiliary
cable, it broadcasts it over an open FM radio frequency. Tune your stereo's FM tuner to the
correct frequency and you should hear your audio. Previous versions of FM transmitters
suffered from static, weak signal and overall poor audio quality, but reviews of more recent
models are more promising. Another boon for the FM transmitter is the lack of wires. Since the
Bluetooth signal gets transmitted over FM frequencies, there is no need for wires hanging
around. If you don't mind not being able to stream your music through your car's stereo, you
can opt for a dedicated Bluetooth speakerphone. In most instances, these clip to the sun visor
above the driver and pair to your phone like any Bluetooth speaker. When you answer a call,
both the audio and microphone input are handled by the visor-mounted speakerphone. The
downside to a Bluetooth speakerphone is that they're often the more expensive option with the
least amount of features. Another, albeit far more expensive option, is to replace the head unit
in your car altogether with one that has Bluetooth built-in. On the bright side, what you get is
more polish and fewer wires hung around your vehicle. You can also choose to upgrade your
car's head unit to an Android Auto or CarPlay, and some head units come with beneficial
add-ons, such as backup cameras. So while the investment might be larger, it also comes with a
broader range of additions that can breathe new life into an aging car interior. The one thing to
consider, however, is that this option is not plug and play like a Bluetooth receiver or FM
transmitter. If you're not familiar with working with head unit wiring hardness adapter kits, you
will also need to pay to have the unit installed. Maybe you're not totally worried about having
truly wireless audio in your car. That's definitely understandable. Sometimes, simply plugging
in a cable is easier to manage. If you fall into this category, the cheapest and most direct
alternative is a 3. Effectively, it's a cable with a male 3. Any audio you play from the phone will
then play through the stereo. The biggest disadvantage to this is that if you receive a call while

the phone is plugged into the car stereo, the audio will play through the car's speakers, but the
audio input will still be the phone's microphone. This means you must hold the phone near your
mouth or remove the cable and enable speakerphone -- neither of which are totally hands-free,
making it unsafe and even illegal in some states. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic.
We delete comments that violate our policy , which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Taylor Martin. July 26, p. Now playing:
Watch this: 3 ways to add Bluetooth to any car. Enlarge Image. Discuss: How to add Bluetooth
to an old car. Our editors independently research, test, and recommend the best products and
services; you can learn more about our review process here. We may receive commissions on
purchases made from our chosen links. Travel overseas comes with its share of logistical
challenges. Travel adapters allow an electronic device from one country to plug into a
differently shaped outlet. For example, U. Heads up though: the adapter may not convert
electricity, which you may also need. Top travel adapters offer versatility in compact packages.
Read on to learn about the best travel adapters. A travel adapter helps charge your electronic
devices on the go, whether you're taking a short trip across the pond or hopping on a
worldwide adventure. It has a universal design that allows a multitude of plug options. The
inclusion of four USB ports on its front allows the charging of five devices at a single time. The
first set of USB ports charges at 2. Overall, though, our product tester raved that this travel
adapter has "everything you'd needâ€”and at a great price. For a travel adapter that performs
well, can charge more than one device at a time, and is available at a reasonable price, the
Conair Travel Smart All-In-One Adapter with USB Port is a must-have travel accessory. The
all-in-one universal adapter has three outlets and one USB port, so you can charge up to four
devices at one timeâ€”making it great for families or those traveling in groups. The device
comes with built-in surge protection so it can safely charge iPads, cell phones, tablets, and
other electronics. Traveling outside the U. Fortunately, there are options like the Bonazza
All-in-One Adapter and Converter which does the trick for you, making travel in more than
countries that much easier. This all-in-one option offers the comfort of knowing you can use
higher-powered devices such as a hairdryer, without risking a blowout or a blown fuse. Beyond
hairdryers, this adapter converter combo is suitable for use with popular items such as iOS
devices, laptops, straighteners, and more. For the input itself, the Bonazza only accepts U. At
just 2. Widely regarded as a great travel adapter, the Bestek Travel Adapter Converter is a
superb combination that provides the best of two important worlds. As an all-in-one solution,
the Bestek not only offers three separate international travel adapters covering more than
countries, but it also doubles as a v to v converter for reducing load and avoiding overheating
of your most precious travel items. Capable of charging seven devices at once, the Bestek adds
four USB charging ports for a combined total of 6A output, plus three AC ports. Our product
tester added, "I felt like it charged my devices quicker than other models. When it comes to
must-have products while traveling internationally, few items are more important than a
universal travel adapter. Supporting worldwide charging in more than countries, the Newvanga
Travel Adapter is designed to work with five different types of input plugs all in one single
adapter. At 6A total for charging, the Newvanga supports V input into any available power outlet
but does not convert the electrical output current or voltage. Compact at 3 x 1. While other
international adapters include U. The charge plug inputs and volts and will automatically adjust,
so no converter is needed for devices within that voltage. Plus, it's compact enough to easily fit
into small carry-on bags. The plug has three removable U. The device comes with a lifetime
warranty. Ditch bulky devices for the Pac2Go Universal Travel Adapter, a compact adapter that
can charge up to five devices simultaneously in over countries. The 2. As an all-in-one travel
adapter, the Pac2Go features integrated plugs for the U. It also provides a safe, quick charge
with an AC voltage from to volts and overcharge protection for your smartphones, tablets,
cameras, laptops, and other electronics. Even more, the included nylon carrying case makes it
all that more convenient to travel with the Pac2Go. Color-coded and lightweight, the Flight travel
adapter is as functional as it is attractive. Even more, each universal adapter corresponds to
plugs for the U. The pieces conveniently attach together like a cube, with two USB ports that are
capable enough to charge tablets, cameras, and more. When bag space is at a premium, this set
from Ceptics International is a great choice. It offers a collection of single-country or
single-region adapters, for example to Europe or Australia. The set comes with a handy pouch
to store the five-piece set. Between the items, the set accommodates most countries in the
world. It charges most mobile devices, including smartphones, tables, and cameras. If you want
to cut down on bulk, go for a streamlined converter, though it might only work in some regions.
Many countries use a single plug type throughout. To ensure your adapter is compatible, you
simply need to identify the plug type used in the country or countries on your itinerary. World
Standards shares a map that shares plug types for every country in the wo
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rld. A universal adapter allows you to take your devices all over the world with one, compact
adapter that fits a variety of outlets. A voltage converter adapts the electrical voltage from the
device to the outlet. This is valuable because American devices sometimes operate at different
voltages than is available in other countries. Written by. Amber Nolan. Amber is a restless travel
writer with more than 10 years of experience. She covers travel products for TripSavvy.
Tripsavvy's Editorial Guidelines. Share Pin Email. Our Top Picks. Buy on Amazon. Buy on
Amazon Buy on Walmart. Continue to 5 of 9 below. Buy on Amazon Buy on Sears. The 7 Best
Power Adapters for U. Continue to 9 of 9 below. FAQs How can I check if my adapter will be
compatible? What's the difference between a universal adapter and a plug adapter? What's the
difference between a voltage converter and a plug adapter? The 10 Best Travel Accessories.
Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Read More.

